IPeople Hires Buddy Bergeron as Senior Business Consultant
DALLAS, TX –Interface People (IPeople), a premiere healthcare integration provider, is pleased
to announce its newest team member, Buddy Bergeron. Buddy will join the IPeople team as a
Senior Business Consultant working remotely from Boston, MA. Within this role, Buddy will
support the sales executives with strategic and technical direction, as well as become the
primary contact for strategic vendor partnerships.
“I am excited and honored to have the opportunity to work with the amazing group of
professionals here at IPeople, said Buddy Bergeron. “They share my long -standing respect for
MEDITECH and their customers as well as an unbridled enthusiasm for embracing and solving
the myriad of challenges facing hospitals and healthcare today.”
Buddy brings 35 years healthcare IT experience (of which 17 years with Iatric Systems and 17
years with MEDITECH), selling complex technology solutions, services, consulting, and software,
combined with proven sales performance and a history of exceeding expectations and annual
sales goals. In Buddy’s previous role as Associate VP of Business Development at Iatric, he was
intricately involved with all aspects of sales on national and international levels.
IPeople CEO, Gary Armfield commented, “I was very excited to bring Buddy onto the IPeople
team, “He has a warm personality, and his understanding of MEDITECH is a great asset not only
to IPeople but our customers. I look forward to seeing Buddy's continued positive impact on the
MEDITECH community!”
About IPeople
As a premiere healthcare integration provider, IPeople combines innovative solutions with indepth industry knowledge for smarter, easier access to data. IPeople's HCIS expertise takes
them to the next level of building reliable and efficient bi-directional interfaces that
organizations can trust. For the last 15 years, IPeople has earned a solid reputation for
providing robust and reliable interface solutions to the healthcare community. The IPeople
team is committed to continually improving the quality and efficiency of your experience with
your data. For more information, please visit www.ipeople.com.

